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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
My business concept is same with other business which is provide and produce Florentine
cookies but the uniqueness on our cookies is, we use different kind of nuts such as pistachio,
cashew, and various type of dried fruits such as berries, prunes, apricot, that contains a lot of
nutritious. The ingredients that we also choose a high-quality product. To attracts customer’s
attention, we serve two main flavor of the cookies such as chocolate and original flavor with
a variety of dipping sauce and drizzles. Our target market is those who are very fond of
snacks that related to nuts, fruits, or chocolate. However, anyone can enjoy our cookies as it
suitable to everyone.
Our competitive advantage is by upgrading of ingredient, increased the size and thickness of
these cookies. Next, we choose a place that near to residential place and close to other food
stores such as Tealive, Marrybrown, Family Mart as well as public service centers such as
clinics, laundry, and courier service. Furthermore, although our ingredients we uses are quite
expensive, but we sell cookies at the affordable prices which is RM12. After some calculation,
our total profits are RM64,800 per month. With that profit, we can use to purchase raw
material, pay the salaries, pay the utilities and others. In order to avoid loss, we will ensure
that our profit surpass the expenses by making sure the customers comfortable with us and
promote us to their contacts.
For the management team, consist of general manager which have an experience in baking
and selling Florentine cookies. Next, marketing manager which good at communication and
promoting. Then, operational manager who good at build an alliance with other business
owner. Lastly, financial manager that attended banking course.
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1.0 BUSINESS DESCRIPTIONS
1.1 Name of the company :
We choose out company’s name Fresca & Dolce. Reason why we choose Fresca &
Dolce because the meaning of the words itself. It is an Italy words with meaning of
fresh and sweets. It represents of our products because we served it freshly from the
oven.
1.2 Factors in selecting the proposed business.
The reasons we chose this business is because of snacks nowadays can be harmful to
health due to a high level of artificial color, MSG, and fat. So, we provide a healthy
snack made from a variety of nutritious nuts and dried fruit. This cookie became a
substitute for the unhealthy snacks.
2.0 COMPANY BACKGROUND

Name of the Company

Fresca & Dolce

Business Address

Jalan Rasah Prima 3, Pusat Komersial
Rasah Prima, 70300, Seremban, Negeri
Sembilan

Website/e-mail Address

E-mail :
frescadolce@gmail.com
1nstagram :
https://www.instagram.com/fresca.dolce/?ut
m_medium=copy_link
Facebook :
https://www.facebook.com/FrescaDolce100210132342368
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